OAME Leadership 2018
Learning in the 21st Century
November 8-9, 2018
St. Clair Centre for the Arts
201 Riverside Dr W, Windsor

Keynotes and Breakouts from
Dan Meyer
Cathy Fosnot
Graham Fletcher and more

We are more than 1/6th the way into the 21st century and we are no longer bound to face to face options as our only choice for educator learning. Our keynote speakers, who are all prolific users of online communities, will talk about student, teacher and administrator learning, both from face to face and online perspectives. We will also see how our own learning can be personalized with tools and resources available at the click of a mouse.

Thursday Night
6:30 - 7:00 Registration
7:00 - 8:00 Dinner
8:00 - 9:00 Dan Meyer Keynote
9:00 - 11:00 Mix and Mingle

Friday Day
8:30 - 9:00 Registration
9:00 - 10:00 Cathy Fosnot Keynote
10:10 - 11:20 Breakout 1
11:30 - 12:30 Lunch
12:40 - 1:50 Breakout 2
2:00 - 3:10 Breakout 3
3:20 - 4:20 Graham Fletcher Keynote

Cost (OAME member/Non member)
Reg. only $349/$399*
Reg w/ shared accommodations $429/$479*
Reg w/ single accommodations $509/$559*
*includes 1 year digital membership

• Registration will be open soon
• Space is limited
• Registration closes Oct 1st, 2018
• For more details and session descriptions go to oame.on.ca
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